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Abstract

Governments around the globe are increasingly using social media platforms to

spread state-sponsored news abroad. One of the most notorious examples of this phe-

nomenon is the Russian government’s use of RT (formerly Russia Today) in the online

sphere. Here we evaluate when, how, and to what degree RT is shaping global political

narratives. We focus on Russia’s use of RT on Twitter during the months surrounding

the Russian military intervention in Syria in September 2015. Using a dataset of over

21.8 million English and 11.3 million Arabic tweets collected between August 2015

and November 2015, we find that RT was remarkably successful on Twitter. First,

RT was the most shared news source about Syria, outperforming well-respected West-

ern outlets like the New York Times and the BBC in the English language data, and

strong regional players like the Saudi Al-Arabiya network and the Qatari Al-Jazeera

Arabic network in the Arabic language data. In addition, RT’s content successfully

advanced narratives that provided favorable coverage of the Russian intervention and

undermined Western involvement in Syria. Surprisingly, we find no evidence to suggest

that RT’s success was driven by bots or trolls. Instead, it appears that RT employed

a more effective social media strategy than other outlets, using more salient hashtags

and producing a larger volume of tweets to amplify its reach.
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1 Introduction

Authoritarian regimes are increasingly using new tools to shape and control the spread of

political narratives online. From the use of censorship to the rise of bot and troll armies and

disinformation campaigns, a growing body of social science literature has explored how gov-

ernments exert influence in the online sphere (King, Pan and Roberts, 2013, 2017; Roberts,

2018; Woolley and Howard, 2017; Stukal et al., 2017). Though it has received less atten-

tion, another way in which states have attempted to control online narratives is through

state-sponsored media accounts. While the use of state-sponsored media to influence global

political narratives is not a new phenomenon, digital platforms have afforded governments

new opportunities to expand their reach across the globe in multiple languages in real time.

Democratic and authoritarian regimes alike have long used traditional media to advance

their goals. For example, during World War II, the BBC used radio broadcasts in German

to influence the German public (Doward, 2017). Throughout the Cold War, the U.S. govern-

ment sponsored Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, which broadcast throughout Soviet

countries in local languages, in an attempt to undermine communist states. Radio Moscow

was developed in 1929 and broadcast in multiple international languages in order to explain

and promote communist revolution around the world (Rawnsley, 1996).

Adapting to a new information environment, today governments are increasingly using

social media platforms to spread state-sponsored news. One of the most striking examples

of this phenomenon is the Russian government’s use of RT (formerly Russia Today) in the

online sphere. Started in 2005 with a stated goal of improving Russia’s image abroad and

presenting a Russian view of the news, RT has been an important component of Russian

strategies abroad (Nimmo, 2017). The channel produces a range of content, including some

high quality journalism, but also very clearly pushes the Russian state’s agenda. This has

been particularly evident during foreign policy flash points such as the Ukraine conflict or

the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

While RT initially struggled to gain traction as a traditional broadcasting outlet, digital

media has allowed the channel to generate a much larger audience. Estimating the precise size

of this audience is a challenge, but in 2017 the channel reached 5 billion views on YouTube

making it—at the time—the most viewed news network on YouTube. The channel’s YouTube

account has 3.4 million subscribers and its Twitter account has 2.25 million followers. Of

course many people may be incidentally incidentally exposed to content produced by RT who

are not followers or subscribers. Fearing its online influence, following the 2016 U.S. election,

U.S. intelligence reports highlighted RT as part of the larger Russian strategy to influence

the election (Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 2017), and, at least partially
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in response, RT America was forced to register as an agent of a foreign state (Stubbs and

Gibson, 2017).

While it has gained increased attention in recent years, little empirical work has explicitly

examined how much reach and impact RT really has or how RT might systematically influ-

ence international political discourse. Here we take a first step towards filling this knowledge

gap by evaluating when, how, and to what degree RT is successfully shaping global political

narratives. We focus on Russia’s use of RT on Twitter in both English and Arabic during

the months surrounding Russia’s intervention in Syria September 30, 2015.

Russia’s intervention in Syria marked the first time since the end of the Cold War that

Russia became militarily involved in an armed conflict beyond the borders of the former

Soviet Union. Since the beginning of the Syrian uprising against President Bashar al-Assad

in 2011, Russia had supported the Syrian regime politically and with military aid (Rogers and

Reeve, 2015). By the summer of 2015, the collapse of pro-regime forces in northwest Syria

appeared increasingly likely and Western and Arab-backed opposition forces were gaining

ground. While the official motivation for Russian military intervention in Syria was to fight

terrorism, the fact that Russian airstrikes initially targeted opposition forces—rather than

extremist groups—suggests that the primary goal was to prop up the Assad regime (Notte,

2016). The intervention also served as a domestic political diversion as Russian citizens

were beginning to feel the economic effects of sanctions and dropping oil and gas prices.

By portraying himself as a strong leader standing up to the West, projecting power abroad,

and supporting a besieged ally against terrorists, Putin has bolstered himself domestically

with a narrative of success in Syria (Williams and Souza, 2016). At the same time, Russia’s

intervention has escalated diplomatic tensions as Russia has targeted Western and Arab-

backed opposition fighters, characterizing them as terrorists or extremist actors (Freire and

Heller, 2018). Moreover, Russia has faced international condemnation as its airstrikes have

repeatedly targeted hospitals and medical facilities, as well as other civilian sites, causing

Russia to lose its seat at the UN Human Rights Council in late 2015 (Roth, 2016).

Zooming in on a time when the Russian government had a particularly vested interest

in shaping international discourse, we assess RT’s success in influencing online narratives on

the Syria conflict. To measure RT’s success, we evaluate how often RT content is shared

relative to mainstream Western and Arab media outlets. We also assess whether and when

the topics that RT focuses on are more prevalent in online media discourse on Syria. We then

explore the strategies that RT appears to employ in order to achieve success both in reaching

a wide audience and in shaping the content of discourse surrounding the Syria conflict on

Twitter.

Using a dataset of over 21.8 million English and 11.3 million Arabic tweets collected
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between August 2015 and November 2015, we find first that RT was extremely successful

at reaching a substantial audience with their content. Indeed, in both datasets RT is the

most shared news source, outperforming well-respected Western sources like the New York

Times and the BBC in the English language data, and strong regional players like the Saudi

Al-Arabiya network and the Qatari Al-Jazeera Arabic network in the Arabic language data.

In addition, we find that RT’s content differed in important ways from other sources, suc-

cessfully advancing narratives that provided favorable coverage of the Russian intervention

and undermined Western involvement. Surprisingly, given recent empirical evidence and

increased attention to Russia’s use of bots and trolls to propagate state messages (Zannet-

tou et al., 2018), we find no evidence to suggest that RT’s success was driven by bots and

trolls. Indeed RT content is shared by similar numbers of high probability bots or currently

suspended accounts to the English language news outlets and is shared by fewer bots than

the other Arabic language accounts. Instead, it appears that RT employed a more effective

social media strategy than other news sources, using more salient hashtags and producing

larger volume of tweets to amplify its reach.

2 Background and Motivation

From the time of its founding in 2005, RT’s self-proclaimed goal has been to bring a Russian

perspective to international news. Formerly known as Russia Today, RT’s English and

Spanish language services rechristened themselves with the initials “RT” in 2009 in order

to broaden the network’s appeal (Von Twickel, 2010). RT produces television, online video,

and text content in Arabic, English, German, Russian, and Spanish. Since its inception, RT

has branded itself as the Russian BBC, an independent media outlet that happens to rely

on state funding.

But unlike the BBC, impartiality is not a part of RT’s journalistic mission and contrary

to its brand, the outlet is not independent from the Russian state. Valdimir Putin has

described channel’s purpose as ”break[ing] the Anglo-Saxon monopoly on the global media”

(Fisher, 2013). RT’s editor in chief has even stated that RT is ”conducting [an] information

war,” playing a role as vital as the Ministry of Defense. She elaborated that the outlet’s

strategy is to cultivate an audience that considers RT a source for trusted news, with the

goal of helping the Russian state disseminate its message during critical moments (Nimmo,

2017). Along these lines, following her resignation, former RT news anchor Liz Wahl wote

that the outlet’s goal was ”to create confusion and sow distrust in Western governments and

institutions by reporting anything which seems to discredit the West, and ignoring anything

which is to its credit” (Nimmo, 2017).
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That being said, the outlet has also produced award winning investigative journalism,

such as their coverage of the Occupy Wall Street protests. But even when the outlet produces

high quality content, it is for the purpose of promoting Russia’s ideological agenda. For

example, the majority of RT’s English language coverage portrays the West—and the United

States in particular—extremely negatively. The channel has also been known to spread

disinformation and conspiracies. For example, RT reported that Russian soldiers were not

deployed in Crimea during the Ukraine crisis and has reported that the 9/11 attacks were

perpetrated by the U.S. government and that the Ukrainian government was committing

genocide in Eastern Ukraine (Yablokov, 2015; Dougherty, 2014). Recent work on the role of

RT following the Skripal poisoning in the United Kingdom has found that RT plays a damage

control function, both sowing confusion and advancing narratives that are favorable to Russia

and which portray Western governments in a negative light (Ramsay and Robertshaw, 2019).

Responding to criticisms, RT employees and Russian officials have countered that all media is

biased, and RT is simply biased in a different direction. That said, while all media may have

biases, at least in the case of international news services, this bias is not directly organized

and financially controlled by the state (Rawnsley, 2015).

While RT began as a traditional media outlet, it has been much more successful in the

online sphere (Metzger, 2019). New media technologies have transformed the ability of states

across the globe to communicate with publics outside of their home countries, and Russia

has been particularly adept in this arena. For years before Russia’s highly publicized role

in spreading disinformation and inciting tensions during the 2016 U.S. presidential election,

Russia had been at the forefront of using online tools as a part of its foreign policy strategies.

Understanding how Russia has used RT on social media to position itself as an information

broker gives us important insights into Russia’s strategy as well as how states use online

media to influence the spread of information more broadly in the digital age. Moreover,

by exploring why people might be driven to read and share state-sponsored news sources—

instead of or in addition to other content—we can gain key perspective on an understudied

component of how individuals consume information and disinformation on social media.

3 Data and Measurement

We begin with English and Arabic language datasets of tweets about Syria collected using

Twitter’s streaming API. The English dataset includes all tweets containing the keywords

“syria” and “assad” and the Arabic dataset contains all tweets containing the keywords

“syria”, “shaam” (an Arabic term for Syria or the Levant), and “assad.” Here we subset

the data to the two months preceding and two months following Russia’s intervention in
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Syria on September 30, 2015 to zoom in on a time period when Russia might have had

particular interest in using RT to shape English and Arabic discourse on Syria. The full

English dataset contains more than 21.8 million tweets and the Arabic dataset contains over

11.3 million tweets.

We operationalize success in two ways: reach and issue framing. First, RT is successful

if the content produced by the outlet reaches a broad audience or is widely shared relative

to content produced by other media sources. Second, RT is successful if the topics it covers

gain prominence relative to topics covered by other outlets. To measure reach, we compare

the daily number of retweets that tweets by RT receive in English and Arabic relative to the

top five most retweeted outlets in the English dataset and the top five most retweeted outlets

in the Arabic dataset respectively. While it certainly the case that content “reaches” people

who do not retweet that content, retweets are a conservative way of measuring content that

was was indeed seen by the individuals that shared it.

To measure issue framing, we use structural topic models (Roberts, Stewart and Tingley,

2014) to identify the prevalence of topics over time in tweets produced by the top English and

Arabic language news outlets. Topic modeling is a statistical and computational technique

for discovering information about the contents of a large corpus of documents—in this case

tweets produced by news outlets—without reading or annotating the original texts. A topic

model uncovers patterns of word co-occurrence across the corpus, yielding a set of word

clusters, together with associated probabilities of occurrence, which comprise the “topics.”

Structural topic models (STM) can represent the effect of external variables—in this case

news outlet and time—on the proportions of different topics that occur within documents.

Here we use STM to first assess which topics are most prevalent in RT tweets relative to

tweets produced by other news outlets. We then examine the overall popularity of these

topics across all news outlets’ tweets, as well as how their popularity shifts over time to

evaluate the extent to which RT topics dominate news coverage of Syria, relative to topics

covered by other outlets in this period.1

After evaluating the degree to which RT is successful, we will then evaluate some of the

strategies which might lead to RT’s success. While content itself, and using differntiating

content to attract readers, is one potential strategy for increasing source visibility and en-

gagement, we focus on technical strategies that RT might use on social media in order to

increase their impact. Specifically, we consider the role of bots and trolls, the use of hash-

tags to increase visibility, and the use of increased tweeting to increase prominence in the

1Before running our structural topic models we pre-process the text by removing stopwords, numbers,
URLs, and punctuation, stemming, and lowercasing the English-language data. We also remove the handles
of the news outlets producing the tweets (e.g. @RTArabic).
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information market. These approach are described in detail in section 4.3 below.

4 Results

4.1 Reach

The first question in evaluating RT’s success is whether it is able to reach a large audience

relative to other major news outlets. We find that the overall reach of RT is substan-

tial in both our English and Arabic language datasets. In our English language data, RT

was the most retweeted news source and the second most retweeted account. We exclude

news aggregators and other accounts that don’t represent a news organization employing its

own journalists. The next five most retweeted news outlets were Reuters, The New York

Times, BBC News, the Associated Press (AP), and Agence France-Presse (AFP). Unlike

RT, Reuters, the New York Times, and the Asociated Press are all commercially owned

fully independent media organizations. While the AFP is a state-owned enterprise, it is offi-

cially a commercial business and functionally independent of the French government (Kuhn,

2006). The BBC is also operationally independent of the British government, though it is

technically a quasi-autonomous corporation authorized by British Royal Charter(Lee, 2018).

Thus in the English-language media we are comparing RT to either fully independent or

operationally independent Western media outlets.

Figure 1 below shows RT’s retweets over time as a proportion of all tweets sent by

top English language media outlets in comparison to each of the five most retweeted news

sources independently. Not only is RT the most retweeted source in aggregate across the

entire dataset, but it is also retweeted more than each of the other top five news outlets on

most days during the period under study. Additionally, Figure 2 shows RT in comparison

to the next five most popular sources combined, and we can see that especially in the period

directly around the Russian intervention in Syria, RT’s reach is often similar to that of these

sources all combined.
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Figure 1: Proportion of Top News Outlet Retweets Over Time: RT vs. Other News Outlets
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Figure 2: Prop. of Top News Outlet Retweets Over Time: RT vs. Other Outlets Combined
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While this finding in English is surprising, perhaps even more surprising is that we find

similar dynamics in our Arabic language data. RT Arabic was the most retweeted news

source in our Arabic-language dataset. The top five most retweeted media outlets after

RT were: Shaam News Network (SNN), Orient News, Arabi 21 News, Al-Arabiya, and Al-

Jazeera. As with the English language analysis we excluded news aggregators as well as

accounts that were not news organizations employing their own journalists. In the Arabic

language media environment this meant including religious and sectarian television channels

that sometimes share news content such as Wesal TV. SNN is a pro-Syrian opposition news

outlet named after the Arabic name for the Levant region, “Shaam.” It was funded by Syrian-

American activists at the beginning of the 2011 uprising and has been a source of footage
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of the Syria conflict for major news outlets including Al-Jazeera, Associated Press, and Sky

News Arabia (Wall and El Zahed, 2015). Orient News is a Dubai-based pro-opposition

outlet, owned by Ghassan Aboud, a Syrian businessman and journalist (Anzalone, 2016).

Arabi 21 News is a Qatari-funded news outlet, which covers both regional and international

news. Al-Arabiya is a Saudi-owned pan-Arab television channel based in Dubai, started

in response to what the Saudi monarchy viewed as Al-Jazeera’s negative coverage of the

kingdom. Finally, Al-Jazeera is Qatar’s state-funded media outlet based in Doha, which has

expanded into a major global news network (Al-Rawi, 2017). Each of these news outlets has

a pro-opposition, anti-Assad bent to its coverage, ranging from SNN and Orient News, which

are explicitly pro-opposition channels, to outlets that are either controlled or constrained by

the Saudi and Qatari states, which have backed the opposition in Syria. This is a particularly

interesting media environment in which to analyze RT’s reach and issue framing given that

Russia intervened in the conflict on behalf of the Assad regime and therefore likely has very

different goals in coverage of the conflict. The fact that RT Arabic is retweeted more often

than any Arab news outlets covering a conflict in the Arab World is—in and of itself—a

striking initial finding.

In the figures below we can see that while in Arabic RT is not quite as dominant as in

English (there are no days where it is retweeted more than the next five sources combined),

it is still getting shared more often than any other individual source many days. In the

Arabic data, we see even more evidence than in English of RT’s dominance increasing in

the leadup to and immediately following the Russian intervention. In August, for example,

we see that RT was typically not as widely shared as other sources, but as Russia began

to ramp up towards intervention in September, RT suddenly becomes a dominant player.

Later in this paper, we will explore some of the strategies that RT may use to increase

their dominance particularly around key moments when influencing the narrative may have

particularly positive impacts for the Russian state.
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Figure 3: Proportion of Top News Outlet Retweets Over Time: RT vs. Other News Outlets
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Figure 4: Prop. of Top News Outlet Retweets Over Time: RT vs. Other Outlets Combined
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4.2 Issue Framing

Having established that RT’s reach as an information source is quite substantial, we now

move on to an examination of exactly what information RT is producing that has such a

reach. Here, we want to understand how RT’s coverage differs from other sources. This

can give us insight into the ways in which RT’s success is influencing the online information

environment around Syria. If RT’s coverage looks identical to other sources, then the way we

think about its impact is different than if it is contributing different narratives or framings.

Using structural topic models, we can see the topics that RT covered more than other

media outlets, providing us a window into the issue dimensions where they most influenced

the Syria narrative. Figure 5 plots the expected proportion of tweets that belongs to a
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topic as a function of which news outlets produced the tweets, or a first difference estimate,

where topic prevalence for a particular topic is contrasted for two groups (RT vs. Other

News Outlets). Looking at the overall prevalence of these topics in the data in Figure 6,

we see that in the English language data the top two most prevalent topics in the data—

Russia-Assad cooparation and Russian Targets—are topics that occur more in RT tweets. In

the Arabic language data, the second most prevalent topic—Fighting Extremism—occurred

more in RT tweets.
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Figure 5: Topic Prevalence: RT vs. Other News Outlets
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Figure 6: Expected Topic Proportions in News Coverage of Syria
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Beginning with the English language results, relative to other top outlets, the two most

prevalent topics in the data that RT tweets about more than other outlets were Russia-Assad

cooperation and Russian Targets. RT’s tweets about Russian targets and Russia-Assad

cooperation highlight how Russia is effectively fighting terrorism in Syria (in contrast to to

the West) as well as how keeping Assad in power is a means of fighting terrorism. These

include tweets such as:

• 1mn Syrians return home since launch of Russian anti-ISIS ops - #Syria UN ambas-

sador https://t.co/zoywMlIKX2 https://t.co/VajLcLhdNi

• Russia will succeed where West probably didn’t want to – Assad’s aide to RT http:

//t.co/qFhdW4tR8G

• #Putin: I don’t get how US can criticize Russian op in Syria if it refuses dialogue

http://t.co/MEZEKAVrae

As Figure 7 demonstrates, this topic became more prevalent in the leadup to the Russian

intervention and remained elevated for the rest of the period under study, relative to other

topics.

Figure 7: Topic Prevalence: Russian Targets and Russia-Assad Cooperation Over Time
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While less prevalent in the data overall, other topics that were more prevalent in RT

tweets relative to other news outlets provide insights into the types of narratives RT advanced

on Syria in this period. RT’s tweets about the refugee crisis in the West highlight how

European countries are doing a poor job of handling the Syrian refugee crisis. These include

tweets such as:

• #Assad: Western countries seem two-faced on refugee crisis (FULL INTERVIEW)

http://t.co/kJIIPkfershttp://t.co/y3FYiGhXKn

• 1 in 3 ’Syrian’ #refugees have fake IDs, German authorities admit http://t.co/

R1YgzNzfCPhttp://t.co/81HJhW55Re

• You’re not welcome’: French mayor filmed trying to evict Syrian #refugees (VIDEO)

http://t.co/Xi2RBkKlCWhttp://t.co/K3rJKE4qb7

As Figure 8 demonstrates, this topic fluctuates over time, becoming prevalent in the

leadup to Russian intervention in Syria and spiking again in November 2015 around the

Paris terror attacks, which RT characterized as a consequence of the West’s failure to handle

the refugee crisis.

Figure 8: Topic Prevalence: Refugee Crisis in the West
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RT’s tweets about Western intervention in Syria characterize it as a failure or suggest

that the West should join Russia in its support of the Assad regime. These include tweets

like:

• Failed Syrian rebel training program cost US taxpayers $2 million per fighter – report

https://t.co/BPFJU6TcvDhttps://t.co/fMrLpKEGC5

• Are US and its allies able to admit their Syrian policy has been a blunder? Crosstalk

https://t.co/qk8SUI2IQp

• ‘UK may need to join Putin and Assad to battle #ISIS’ - Nigel Farage https://t.

co/5cis554hSihttps://t.co/sDqE9GutaG

As Figure 9 demonstrates, this topic fluctuates over time, peaking surrounding the Russian

intervention in Syria.

Figure 9: Topic Prevalence: Western Intervention Over Time
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RT’s tweets about ISIS destruction highlight how ISIS is destroying historical sites in Syria.

These include tweets such as:
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• Satellite images confirm #ISIS partially destroyed 2,000-yo Bel temple in Palmyra,

#Syria - UN http://t.co/w0PwoEATDq

• #ISIS beheads 82 year old chief of antiquities in ancient Palmyra, a senior Syrian

official http://t.co/G1fWMFttIp http://t.co/YonEa4l2ly

As Figure 10 demonstrates, this topic was more prevalent prior to the Russian intervention

in Syria during the period when ISIS was advancing through Palmyra.

Figure 10: Topic Prevalence: ISIS Destruction Over Time
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Turning to the Arabic-language data, tweets about fighting extremism—the second most

prevalent topic in the Arabic data—were more likely to be produced by RT. As in the

English data, tweets about extremist groups and fighting extremism characterize Russia

as particularly effective at fighting extremism in general and relative to Western countries.

Some translated examples of these tweets include:

• Washington has reduced its number of raids on #Daesh sites in #Syria following the

intensification of #Russian air operations #Russia #Syria #AskMore
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• RT @RTArNewsRoom: #Russian Ministry of Defense: 16 camps and a training base

for insurgents in #Syria were destroyed during operations today #AskMore

As Figure 11 demonstrates, tweets about fighting extremism peaked after the Russian inter-

vention in Syria and remained elevated for the rest of the period under study.

Figure 11: Topic Prevalence: Fighting Extremism (Arabic) Over Time
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While less prevalent overall, other topics that RT tweeted about more frequently than

the other outlets were humanitarian aid, as well as several topics relating to other countries

intervening in Syria. Tweets about humanitarian aid include tweets arguing that Russia

is providing humanitarian assistance in Syria and cares more about humanitarian concerns

than the west. For example:

• Video .. Moscow confirms the continuation of humanitarian assistance to Syria and

the evacuation of its citizens: https://t.co/06jQWw2jVv

• #Washington shed crocodile tears on Syrian victims and continues to destroy the state

http://t.co/3sFYsQnLoq #Syria
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Figure 12: Topic Prevalence: Humanitarain Aid (Arabic) Over Time
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• #Russia sends about 100 thousand tons of wheat to #Syria as humanitarian assistance

https://t.co/IwiMa5y9EU

As Figure 12 demonstrates, the humanitarian aid topic peaks before the Russian intervention

in Syria but remains following the intervention as well.

With regard to other countries intervening in Syria (Turkish involvement, International

Intervention, and Israeli Involvement), RT generally tried to cast doubt on their motives for

intervening. Tweets advancing these narratives include:

• #Turkey boosts arms and ammunition supplies to insurgents in #Syria with humani-

tarian assistance cover https://t.co/9xk7xxnKcp #AskMore

• Washington Studio: America doesn’t want to eliminate #Daesh or the regime, but

rather to put pressure on both sides #Daesh #Syria

• Syrian skepticism about the intention of Turkish military operations #Syria #Turkey

#Terrorism http://t.co/HlqI5WfHGa
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Figure 13: Topic Prevalence: International Intervention (Arabic) Over Time
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As Figure 13 demonstrates,this topic peaks surrounding the Russian intervention in Syria

and remains elevated for the remainder of the period under study.

Taken together, our topic models suggests that RT successfully advanced two of the most

prominent narratives in English and Arabic news coverage of the Syria conflict—Russian

military success in the English dataset and fighting extremism in the Arabic dataset. RT

also dominated several less prevalent topics including dispersing foreign aid in Syria, doubts

about Western motives, Western military shortcomings, and Western failures in handling

the refugee crisis.

4.3 Drivers of Success

So far, we have seen that RT was successful at both reaching a large audience and generating

engagement with their content, as well as advancing narratives that are beneficial to Russian

state interests and differ substantially from the narratives advanced by other news outlets.

What drives RT’s ability to be successful? One answer, which we do not directly test here, is

that RT may be successful precisely because its narratives differ from those of other sources.

People may share RT because it is producing novel or more appealing content than other

available sources in their language.

Here, however, we explore what technical strategies RT might use to amplify its position

and create increased engagement. The first, and perhaps most obvious, way that RT might

try to improve its reach is by using bots and trolls to amplify the visibility of its content

online. Considering it is a Russian source, and so much attention has been paid to the role

of bots and trolls in Russian state strategies around information, we might expect that RT

uses these tools to try to improve their impact. We do not, however, find any evidence to

support this in our data.

Identifying bots, and especially trolls where accounts are operated by humans rather than

automated, is a challenging task, and a number of researchers have devoted considerable

time to developing strategies for detecting them (Stukal et al., 2017). Here, we identify

potential bots and trolls in two ways. First, we use an algorithm developed by researchers

at the University of Indiana called “Botometer” (formerly BotOrNot) (Davis et al., 2016).

Botometer evaluates Twitter accounts for a number of features associated with bot activity

(for example, the timing of posts, age of the account, and number of followers). It then

outputs a score which indicates the predicted probability that the account is a bot. We

use this program, and set quite a high threshold of .75 (meaning the algorithm outputs

a predicted probability of 75% that the account is a bot), as our first means of detecting
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potential bot activity.2 As Table 1 below , we do not find substantially more high probability

bots for RT than for other sources. One thing to note is that we do find substantial bot

activity for all sources. This isn’t entirely surprising, as Botometer would classify accounts

that are fully automated news aggregators as bots, and those would be sharing tweets from

many sources.

In English, RT has a slightly higher percentage of high certainty bots than other sources.

Removing high probability bots reduced RT’s retweets by 4.6%, while it reduces the retweets

of Reuters, the next largest source, by 4.1%. In Arabic, RT actually has the least bot activity

of any of the sources. Removing bots reduces RT’s retweets by 6.8% while it reduces the

retweets for Arabi21, the next largest source, by 12.7%, or almost double the reduction for

RT. For one source, Shaam, removing high probability bots reduces their retweets by over

17%. Thus using this measure, we do not find significant evidence to suggest that RT’s

success is driven by bots.

Another way to assess how much bot and troll activity is driving retweets is by looking

at the proportion of accounts retweeting news outlets in our datasets that no longer exist

today—over three years after this data was collected. One reason an account might no

longer exist is that the user themselves might have deleted their account or made it private.

Very commonly, however, accounts which no longer exist have been removed or suspended

by Twitter for inappropriate behavior, including bot and troll activity. Thus, looking at

the comparative number of accounts that no longer exist for these sources could provide

additional insight into the extent to which bots and trolls might have been driving RT’s high

retweet rate.

Once again, using this alternative measure, our findings do not provide any evidence that

RT’s success is being driven by bots and trolls to a greater degree than other sources. In

English, most of the sources have a similar percentage of their retweets (around 40%) that

come from accounts that no longer exist, except for AP which has substantially more at

52.8%. Similarly, in Arabic, RT falls in the middle in terms of the percentage of retweets

from accounts that no longer exist, with several sources having more, and no source having

more than 2% less. While this finding tells us more about bot activity than human-controlled

troll accounts, which may be harder to detect, it is nonetheless striking.

2This finding is robust to setting this threshold at other levels. We chose 75% because it was relatively
conservative but the results do not differ substantially if we set it higher or lower.
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Table 1: Bot and Troll Activity in Accounts that Retweet RT vs. Other News Outlets

English Source Total Retweets
High Certainty Bots

Removed

Unavailable Accounts

Removed

RT English 127,970
122,125

(-4.6%)

75,042

(-41.4%)

Reuters 65,682
62,960

(-4.1%)

41,465

(-36.9%)

New York Times 59,957
57,512

(-4.1%)

37,072

(-38.2%)

BBC 52,538
50,510

(-3.9%)

31,259

(-40.5%)

AP 47,947
46,952

(-2%)

22,643

(-52.8%)

AFP 47,919
46,545

(-2.9%)

29,961

(-37.4%)

Arabic Source Total Retweets
High Certainty Bots

Removed

Unavailable Accounts

Removed

RT Arabic 43,675
40,726

(-6.8%)

29,821

(-31.7%)

Arabi21 35,174
30,696

(-12.7%)

21,648

(-38.5%)

Orient 34,775
31,243

(-10.1%)

21,576

(-38%)

Al-Jazeera 33,915
30,067

(-11.3%)

23,634

(-30.3%)

Shaam 23,741
19,527

(-17.7%)

15,543

(-34.5%)

Al-Arabiya 21,156
19,172

(-9.4%)

14,698

(-30.5%)

The first column of this table (Total Retweets) shows the total number of retweets of

each of the news outlets in our datasets. The second column (High Certainty Bots Removed)

shows the total retweets with the number of high probability bot accounts or accounts that

have a 75% predicted probability of being a bot according to the “Botometer” algorithm

removed as well as the percent decrease in parentheses. The third column (Unavailable

Accounts Removed) shows the total retweets with the number of unavailable accounts removed

as well as the percent decrease in parentheses.
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Besides bots and trolls, another way that RT might try to increase the visibility of their

content, and therefore increase engagement with it is by simply increasing the number of

tweets they write to amplify the position of their content overall in the online information

market. We do find evidence to support this. RT is retweeted 1.9 times as often as the next

most retweeted source in the English language data (Reuters), but it tweets 2.5 times as

often. We do see something similar, however, among other sources. More popular sources

tweet more than the less popular sources overall, with the standout exception of the BBC,

which tweeted only 82 times in our dataset, less than either AP or AFP, but which was the

third most retweeted source.

This pattern is much more striking in the Arabic language data. In this data, RT is

retweeted 1.25 times as often as the next most retweeted source, Arabi21, but RT tweeted

over 13 times as often as this other source. While the difference isn’t as dramatic for all

sources, RT still tweeted 1.5 times as often as the source which tweeted the second highest

number of times (Orient News), and RT was retweeted 1.25 times as often. This suggests

that one way that RT may be generating an audience is by tweeting at a higher volume than

competing sources.

Finally, a third way to increase the visibility of content is by using popular hashtags to

increase the likelihood of users casually encountering the content when searching for tweets

on a particular topic. In the English language data, we find substantial evidence that RT is

using this strategy, and perhaps just as importantly, other English language sources seem to

be doing a particularly poor job of using hashtags in their tweets. In Table 3, we can clearly

see that RT uses hashtags substantially more frequently than any other source. Indeed, with

the exception of AFP, no source is using hashtags with much frequency at all. Additionally,

RT is using much more topical hashtags, including some related to specific events, such as

the Paris terror attacks or the Russian plane being shot down in Turkey. By contrast, AFP’s

most frequently used hashtag is “breaking,” which may be relevant for a news outlet but is

not a hashtag that Twitter users are likely to search when seeking out information. In the

Arabic language data, RT also uses topical hashtags frequently. The top 50 hashtags for

each news outlet are displayed in Table 3. However the other Arabic language outlets also

appear to use salient hashtags quite frequently, so this strategy does not necessarily explain

RT’s striking success in Arabic language coverage of the Syria conflict. Instead, the fact that

RT tweets much more often than other outlets—and each of these tweets stlll receive a large

number of retweets—appears to be contributing to its high reach.
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Table 2: Top Hashtags by English Language Source (up to 50 per source)

RT Freq. AFP Freq. Reuters Freq. AP Freq. NYT Freq. BBC Freq.

#syria 357 #breaking 176 #syria 23 #ap10things 12 #refugees 2 #parisattacks 6

#isis 184 #update 117 #parisattacks 6 #ungafacts 2 #unga 2 #auspol 1

#assad 29 #syria 16 #cop21 1 #refugees 2 #demdebate 1

#unga 19 #afp 15 #g20 1 #jordan 2 #parisattacks 1

#putin 17 #infographic 10 #syria’s 1 #apexplains 1 #isis 1

#syrian 17 #photo 6 #aylankurdi 1 #10things 1 #syrianrefugees 1

#russia 16 #un 4 #russia 1 #asylum 1

#lavrov 16 #iran 4 #cpo21 1 #gopdebate 1

#us 13 #syrian 3 #turkey 1 #syrian 1

#refugees 11 #kos 3

#ruaf 11 #correction 2

#parisattacks 10 #migrants 2

#iraq 9 #lesbos 2

#obama 9 #unhcr 2

#viral 9 #kobane 2

#hama 9 #nato 2

#zabadani 8 #assad 2

#latakia 7 #alnusra 1

#vienna 7 #irandeal 1

#russiavsisil 6 #g20 1

#msm 6 #russia 1

#paris 5 #parisattacks 1

#ukraine 4 #iraq 1

#putin’s 4 #ankara 1

#syria’s 4 #updates 1

#russianplane 4 #refugee 1

#turkey 4 #unga2015 1

#aylankurdi 4 #yahoonews 1

#syaf 4 #houghton 1

#refugeecrisis 3 #iran’s 1

#su24 3 #bayeuxcalvados 1

#saudiarabia 3 #photojournalism 1

#isil 3 #afghan 1

#russianjet 3 #syria’s 1

#sukhoi 3 #sweden 1

#drone 3 #douma 1

#refugee 3 #aleppo 1

#atchan 3

#russian 3

#assad’s 3

#saa 3

#ghmam 3

#kerry 3

#hollande 3

#jesuischarlie 3

#erdogan 2

#cameron 2

#pentagon 2

#russia’s 2

#yemen 2
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Table 3: Top Hashtags by Arabic Language Source (up to 50 per source)

RTArabic Freq. RTBreakingArabic Freq. Al-Jazeera Freq. Al-Arabiya Freq. Arabi21 Freq. Orient Freq, Shaam Freq.
#syria 4739 #syria 464 #syria 370 #al arabiya breaking 370 #syria 4515 #weekly news 3435 #shaam 2466
#ask more 2307 #russia 136 #isis 29 #syria 155 #assad 1024 #orient 3413 #syria 1548
#daesh 920 #urgent 119 #assad 28 #jubair 18 #rusia 811 #assad 351 #aleppo 334
#russia 745 #daesh 82 #russia 27 #confused 13 #arabi21 710 #aleppo 285 #damascus 330
#moscow 369 #lavrov 82 #what’s the news? 23 #hollande 13 #iran 561 #russia 266 #hama 172
#putin 336 #putin 66 #iran 13 #russia 9 #politics 416 #urgent 228 #idleb 133
#washington 315 #moscow 29 #talk of revolution 11 #moscow 7 #islamic state 373 #turkey 180 #homs 106
#lacrov 287 #turkey 28 #arab reality 11 #lavrov 6 #america 279 #idleb 134 #daara 64
#asad 241 #assad 25 #turkey 10 #lavrov 5 #saudi arabia 259 #hama 123 #lattakia 64
#turkey 202 #kerry 24 #aljazeera 10 #international alliance 5 #turkey 251 #daesh 120 #idleb 34
#iraq 194 #kremlin 20 #see 9 #paris attacks 4 #daesh 224 #here syria 114 #urgent 28
#urgent 171 #ask more 13 #obama 8 #putin 4 #hezbollah 198 #iran 111 #raaqa 21
#terrorism 151 #lattakia 13 #putin 8 #washington 3 #iraq 170 #homs 99 #quneitra 17
#kremlin 122 #washington 13 #hezbollah 7 #cameron 3 #nusra front 133 #damascus 98 #deir ezzor 16
#kerry 105 #expert 12 #erdogan 7 #russian intervention 2 #aleppo 125 #negotiations 95 #hasaka 13
#vienna 95 #vienna 11 #in depth 7 #russian aviation 2 #isis 121 #russian aggression 94 #turkey 12
#damascus 94 #holland 10 #caricature 6 #iran 2 #egypt 119 #isis 94 #sueida 11
#obama 92 #france 10 #moscow 6 #vienna 2 #damascus 110 #lattakia 88 #lebanon 11
#france 87 #russian defense 10 #saudi 6 #erdogan 2 #russia bombs syria 106 #zebdani 84 #russia 10
#america 82 #terrorism 9 #russiai is bombing syria 6 #assad 2 #video 100 #damascus suburbs 81 #video 9
#russia 73 #damascus 9 #opposite direction 5 #important 2 #zibdani 93 #syrian refugees 73 #russian 7
#video 72 #bombing 8 #mirror press 5 #kurds 2 #lebanon 90 #hezbollah 73 #shaam 3
#russian opperation 65 #obama 8 #britain 5 #security council 2 #free syria 75 #fatah army 68 #russian enemy 3
#terrorists 64 #russian foreign affairs 8 #france 4 #aleppo 2 #state 71 #dara 64 #security council 2
#europe 64 #aleppo 7 #kerry 4 #no fly zone 2 #france 69 #lebanon 57 #zibdani 2
#zibdani 60 #raqaa 6 #germany 4 #vienna meetings 2 #putin 68 #eastern ghouta 52 #usaccomplice 2
#iran 59 #terrorists 6 #vienna 4 #de 2 #jordan 68 #duma 47 #isis 2
#united states 57 #idleb 6 #tehran 4 #homs 2 #tehran 67 #iraq 45 #assad 2
#russian fighters 56 #hama 6 #aleppo 4 #kerry 2 #germany 57 #saudi arabia 41 #al-fu’ah 2
#egypt 55 #egypt 5 #press tour 4 #hammond 2 #fatah army 55 #nusra front 40 #darayya in flames 2
#holland 54 #saudi 5 #russian fighter 4 #iran 1 #erdogan 55 #between two days 40 #russian enemies 2
#yemen 53 #breaking 5 #washington 4 #carter 1 #palestine 54 #swaida 39 #darayya 2
#lattakia 50 #syrian army 5 #america 4 #obama 1 #bashar al assad 52 #regime 38 #deir ezzor 1
#libya 48 #the plane 5 #iraq 4 #sinai 1 #jaysh al islam 48 #russia bombs syria 36 #qatar 1
#paris 47 #anti-terrorism 5 #view syria docucments 4 #ban ki-moon 1 #israel 47 #france 33 #ahrar alsham 1
#russian defense 47 #russian elements 5 #looking for life 3 #putin obama meeting 1 #kurds 45 #moscow 33 #russian forces 1
#pentagon 46 #russian ministry of defense 5 #zabadani 3 #syrian crisis 1 #refugees 42 #coast 31 #death not humiliation 1
#russian raids 45 #fabius 5 #unitedstates 3 #urgent 1 #lattakia 42 #jordan 29 #shaam 1
#refugees 44 #mogherini 5 #damascus 3 #king salman 1 #idleb 42 #fourth round 29 #daesh 1
#russian foreign affairs 43 #libya 4 #qatar 3 #assad regime 1 #uk 37 #hasaka 28 darat izza 1
#russia against terrorism 42 #iraq 4 #opinion article 3 #fabius 1 #homs 35 #israel 26 #syrian revolution 1
#syrian army 42 #important 4 #poll 3 #geneva 1 #charicature 34 #quneitra 23 #eastern ghouta 1
#israel 40 #terrorism 4 #israel 3 #bashar alassad 1 #yemen 34 #america 21 #damascus suburbs 1
#saudi arabia 39 #rt 4 #erdogan on aljazeera 2 #dragging 1 #political 34 #deirazour 21 #aleppo 1
#ukraine 39 #obama 4 #important 2 #geneva announcement 1 #paris attacks 30 #ghouta 20 #duma exterminated 1
#aleppo 38 #Shweigo 4 #jubair 2 #foreign turkey 1 #obama 29 #america 20 #kafr nabel 1
#ankara 38 #raids 4 #hasaka 2 #explode oil drums 1 #duma 27 #last week 20 #iraq 1
#destroy 37 #syrian crisis 3 saudiarabia 1 #riyadh announcement 1 #moscow 25 #daara 19 #eastern ghouta 1
#erdogan 37 #paris 3 #free syria army 1 #russian defense 1 #uae 24 #revolutionaries 19 #turkmen mountain 1
#syrian crisis 36 #de mistura 3 #maliki complete picgure 1 #france 1 #free syrian army 23 #raqaa 18 #aleppo 1
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5 Conclusions and Future Research

This paper has taken a first step to empirically evaluate RT’s impact online during an

event with high salience for the Russian state, while exploring some of the strategies that

may enable RT to expand its reach in the online sphere. We find that during the period

surrounding Russia’s intervention in Syria, RT was incredibly successful in both Arabic and

in English at reaching a large audience online. Additionally, we show that the content

which reached these audiences advanced narratives clearly designed to privilege the Russian

position and to undermine Western objectives in Syria. Perhaps surprisingly, we do not

find evidence that this success was driven by bots and trolls, but do find some evidence to

suggest that RT is more effectively exploiting the structure of online platforms to improve

its visibility and increase its reach than other international news outlets. Through strategies

such as tweeting at a higher volume and using more salient and topical hashtags than other

outlets, RT effectively reached a broad audience and disseminated its message.

This exploration of Russia’s use of RT raises as many questions as it answers, and there

are a number of avenues for future research. First, digging more deeply into the topics that

RT advances, to what degree does RT shift the narratives put forth by other sources or

force them to respond or cover different topics? Additionally, it would be valuable to try

to directly test whether the framing of alternative narratives is one of the key drivers of

RT’s success. Is RT most successful when its narratives differ from those of other sources

or when it provides a perspective largely absent among other sources? Another avenue for

research is to try to understand what audience RT is reaching. Are people sharing RT in

addition to other news sources, or does it serve as a substitute for other sources? What

characteristics differentiate RT consumers from those consuming other media? Finally, this

initial exploration was done in the context of a high salience event for the Russian state.

What does RT’s influence look during other high salience events, or outside of high salience

moments? Do the strategies of the outlet change in relation to the event being covered?

Using data from other time periods would allow us to more fully answer this question.

While the analysis presented here only scratches the surface of understanding how gov-

ernments can use state media to spread information in the online sphere, it highlights the

importance of using systematic empirical analysis to assess these trends. Through explor-

ing both how the volume and content produced by these outlets changes in real time, we

can better understand state media strategies as well as their potential successes and failures

among different audiences. As online information campaigns become an increasingly integral

component of foreign policy and international relations, understanding these dynamics in di-

verse contexts is of critical importance for academics and policymakers alike. We hope that
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future work will employ similar methods, in conjunction with rigorous qualitative analysis,

to gain more insights into state information strategies as well as their offline consequences.
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